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Sensory Genius
NEW

Sensory Genius
Weighted Lap Pad
MW-21856|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6

Encourage increased concentration
and performance at school, work
or home with this weighted lap pad.
Featuring bright colors and both
smooth and textured surfaces, this
product offers sensory satisfaction as
the gentle pressure helps users relax
and focus on the task at hand.

NEW

Sensory Mats

MW-21858|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 12
These sensory mats provide focus
you can really get a feel for!
Placed on the floor, they help to
hone balance and large motor
skills, or position them on a desktop
to improve concentration. Each
of the four brightly colored mats
has a unique texture, providing
both value and variety alongside
sensory stimulation.

NEW

Finger Fling

Pencil Pushers

MW-98212|Ages 5+|Case Pack:12

MW-90402|Ages 5+|Case Pack:12

Master tricks and a calmer state of
mind with this one-handed fidget
toy. You’ll also increase dexterity as
you twirl, spin and weave the string
around your fingers. The lightweight
metal disks provide balanced
performance while the iridescent
finish mesmerizes your mind. Pop
it in your pocket for fun stress-relief
that is always at your fingertips!

Writing becomes more productive and fun
with Sensory Genius Pencil Pushers. Each
pencil in the set of three features a different
action that incorporates stimulating texture,
satisfying sound or mesmerizing motion.
The fidget tops are removeable and can be
transferred to any standard pencil. Sensory
Genius Pencil Pushers are a sure cure for
restless fingers and writer’s block!

Stress Balls

MW-90400|Ages 5+|Case Pack:12

Sqwooz

MW-90401|Ages 5+|Case Pack:12
Sqwooz is the squishy, squashy
way to relieve stress and eliminate
excess energy. The super pliable
ball is easy to squeeze and
stretch—yet it always returns to
its original shape. Made of the
highest quality material, Sqwooz
is tear-resistant and free of harmful
BPAs and phthalates.

MW-2

Wobble Cushion
MW-21857|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6

Fidget to your heart’s content with this air-filled seat cushion. Place wobble
cushions on classroom or office chairs to help to strengthen core and back
muscles while improving concentration and focus, or set it on the ground to
work on balance. Perfect for both adults and children, this wobble cushion
includes a two-sided sensory surface as well as a pump for easy inflating.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

A gentle texture and squishy composition
make these colourful balls hard to ignore.
Three different levels of resistance provide
the right amount of stress relief or hand
strengthening exercise. Choose green to
soothe anxiety, yellow to increase blood
flow to fingers and hands, and pink to
build muscle strength.

Sensy Band

MW-90397 | Ages 5+ |Case Pack:12
Soothing textured silicone is the secret
behind Sensy Band’s ability to calm and
focus the mind. The bright orange band
is easy to “slap” on and take off and
adjusts to any wrist size. When not
worn, Sensy Band is fun and satisfying
to bend and curl. The soft silicone
bristles are irresistible to the touch.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Early Learning Activities

Early Learning Activities

NEW
CupStruction Forts

MW-20344|Ages 3+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 4
CupStruction Forts offers kids and families an
easy way to build fun, sturdy forts. Following
the suggested builds or your own unique
ideas, stack the specially designed cups that
interlock into place, then slide on the builder
rings and connect the builder rods. Use the
included blanket clips to secure your own
sheet or blanket on top of the fort and seal
in the fun! Building forts is a breeze with this
handy system.

NEW

Pattern Play

Imagination Links

Pattern Play 3D

MW-68325|Ages 5+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 4

MW-25105|Ages 3+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Colour matching, fine motor development
and pattern replication skills get a playful
workout in this lesson-packed early learning
manipulative. 30 quality crafted wooden
pieces link together with a simple peg and
hole design.

Using brightly coloured, multi-shaped
wooden blocks, the goal is to turn 2D
images into 3D structures. All puzzles will
challenge kids and adults while providing
a rewarding, towering finish!

Kids can create endless patterns with this
high-quality 40-block set, which fits just
so into its wood tray. Vibrant colours and
unusual shapes build spatial and artistic
skills.

MW-01437|Ages 3+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

CupStruction

MW-20343|Ages 3+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 4
Stack, create and play with this fun building
system! Forty-eight cups feature specially
designed ridges that interlock for sturdy
stacking. Follow the included build ideas to
design volcanos or other fun objects, or let
your imagination run wild with your own
unique creations! When the fun is done, run
the cups through the dishwasher for easy
cleaning and then stack them for compact
storage until the next play session.

Imagination Patterns

MW-68210|Ages 3+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 4
Get set for fun! Imagination Patterns will boost your
child’s fine-motor and visual-thinking skills with brightly
patterned magnetic blocks and fun design cards
to replicate. Everything is packed in a sturdy wood
carrying case with hinges and rope handles.

MW-4
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Games

Games

Slappy Camper

MW-99323|Ages 5+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6
Slappy Camper is a race to be the first to pack up your camper. Flip the cards to see what camping gear you can
pack next, then use your marshmallow stick to slap the matching card on the table! Watch out for look-alike items
that don’t quite match or don’t quite fit in your camper. Slap the wrong card and you may find yourself unpacking!
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Seek-a-Boo:
Mix-and-Match Memory

NEW

MW-09301|Ages 3+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Seek-a-Boo: Flip-and-Find
Word Cards

Children will learn so much more than making
a simple match in this content-rich memory
game. With eight different animals and eight
different categories, Seek-a-Boo Mix-andMatch Memory Game is filled with ways to
match animals. Children will match a duck
to where it lives, a cow to the sound it makes
and a kitten to a cat, all while building their
vocabularies, improving their memory skills
and discovering facts about favorite animals.

Our best-selling Seek-a-Boo! Seekand-Find Memory Game inspired these
colourful lift-the-flap cards that teach little
ones 80 essential first words. Animals,
people and everyday items from home
and school are represented with colourful
photos on the thick, durable cards.
Questions on the back of each prompt
additional learning.

MW-6

MW-01441|Ages 3 months+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

Marble Circuit Junior

Seek-a-Boo

MW-21868|Ages 4+|1 Player|Case Pack: 6

MW-62076|Ages 18 months+|2+ Players|Case Pack: 6
“Where’s the duck?” “Can you find the
apple?” This fun, active game helps young
children learn the names of colours,
shapes, animals, foods and more while
seeking and finding each match.

Marble Circuit

MW-38683|Ages 8+|1 Player|Case Pack: 6
It’s the multi-directional marble maze with 64 puzzling
challenges! Release the steel marbles to see if you land your
targets. If you’re off base, move the tiles until your marble
circuits deliver a picture-perfect landing! It’s logic, strategy
and a brain game all in one.

Players as young as 4 can test their logic with these puzzle
challenges that are just right for budding minds. As with
our award-winning Marble Circuit puzzle game, younger
players can use the included puzzle challenge cards to
place the pieces, then pull the starting gate and see if the
marbles travel where they thought they would! Match
up the correct number of marbles in each ending spot to
successfully solve the puzzle.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Q-bitz

Qwirkle
Colour
Blind
Friendly
Edition

Q-bitz Jr.

MW-59337|Ages 3+|1-4 Players|Case Pack: 6
Q-bitz Jr. is a fun way to introduce
your child to pattern matching,
spatial reasoning, problem solving,
visualization and more. The
engaging play is easy to learn, and
mastering it will give your child the
visual intelligence needed for future
math and STEM success.

Qwirkle

Qwirkle Rummy

Travel Qwirkle

Ages 6+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 12

MW-52132|Ages 6+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 12

Combining well-thought strategy with
quick-thinking challenges, Qwirkle is
played by creating rows and columns
of matching colours and shapes. The
simple play requires no reading, so the
whole family can connect shapes and
colours, making the strategic multipletile moves that earn maximum points.

Qwirkle Rummy is the fun family card game
based on MindWare’s best-selling game of
all time! Players create sets rummy-style by
matching suits or colours. Any player can
add to any set or switch cards in the sets
but the real payoff happens when a set of
all 6 shapes or colours is completed and a
Qwirkle is scored.

A travel version of Mindware’s best-selling
game. This tactile tile game combines logic
and strategy with easy-to-learn rules. It’s
perfect for travel, with 3/4–inch, solid
wood tiles in a zippered pouch.

Qwirkle (English)
MW-32016

Qwirkle (French)
62016

Colour Blind Friendly Edition plays like a
mix of Qwirkle and Rummy, with cards that
are easy to differentiate for player’s cards.
Featuring dice-like dots in the corner shapes.

Colour Blind Friendly Qwirkle (Standard)
MW-99986

Q-bitz Extreme

Q-bitz

Q-bitz Solo (Orange)

Are you a quick-thinker, have a good eye, or
just always seem to get the luck of the draw?
Q-bitz can be played three different ways,
making it great for everyone. Each player
tries to recreate the card pattern using their
set of 16 cubes. Each level will offer a new
challenge, as you race to get your ‘bitz’ in
order! Collect the most cards to win!

Q-bitz will challenge your visual agility!
Players puzzle over how to recreate the
patterns on the game cards using their set
of 16 cubes. Each round is a race - the
first player to correctly piece the pattern
together claims the round and the card.
Collect the most cards and you win!

Q-bitz Solo – all the challenge of Q-bitz,
for just one person! Try to recreate the card
pattern using a set of 16 cubes. Each level
will offer a new challenge, as you race to
get your ‘bitz’ in order!

MW-56035|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

MW-8

MW-44002|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

MW-13521

Qwirkle Collector’s Edition

MW-58070|Ages 8+|1 Player|Case Pack: 12

MW-04662|Ages 6+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 4

Qwirkle Cubes

MW-42034|Ages 6+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6
Qwirkle Cubes plays very much like
Qwirkle. However, you have more
control over your hand because you
can roll and re-roll your dice to get the
shapes you want!

Qwirkle Bonus Pack
MW-85645|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 12

If you enjoy playing Qwirkle, you’ll love it even
more when you add this bonus pack. 4 wooden
racks make it easier to see and sort your tiles.
And when it is time to score your moves, you’ll
do it in Qwirkle style with an organized score
pad and colourful Qwirkle pencil.

Over four million game enthusiasts
around the world have been captivated
by the brilliant strategy of Qwirkle. Now
there’s even more to love in the beautiful
Collector’s Edition. This set includes acrylic
tiles that are satisfying to move, “clack”
and set in place, wood tile racks, nylon
drawstring bag, scorepad, pencil and an
embossed storage tin.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Myth Fits

MW-24560|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

NEW

Whoever says Big Foot isn’t real hasn’t played Myth Fits — the family
strategy game where creatures unite in the forest while evading roving
photographers. Use special skills to slip through the trees, run fast or
even fly across the tiles you play on each turn. Be the first to build a path
to connect your creatures and you win the game. If you can’t connect
your creatures, work stealthily to collect photos of your opponents’
creatures as an alternate way to win.

Rock Paper Switch

MW-56356|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6
Draw in your strategy-game-enthusiasts
with Rock, Paper, Switch! Easy to learn
and challenging to play, it mixes the
concepts of chess with the simple rules of
rock-paper-scissors. It’s the perfect game
to introduce strategy at an early age.

CrossMath

MW-20158|Ages 7+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6
One game, so many ways to play! A great way to practice math, CrossMath
encourages players to use addition, subtraction, multiplication and division skills.
The included guide provides skill-specific game play options and additional
activities for the home or classroom.

Sectori

Skippity

MW-00711|Ages 7+|2 Players|Case Pack: 6

MW-48146|Ages 5+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

The rules are simple, but the strategy is
elevated for this modern twist on the dots
and boxes game. On each turn, roll a die
and place your walls. Try to build and claim
4-sided “sectors” by placing the last wall to
complete a square. Strategic blocking and
special tiles add to the fun. Claim 5 sectors
in a row and you’ve won Sectori!

Begin the game by filling the board
with colourful skippers. Collect the most
sets of skippers by jumping over the
colours you need while blocking your
opponents from doing the same.

MW-10 www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

NEW

Logic Links Puzzle Box

MW-32015|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 12
Logic Links requires you to think
sideways, backwards, right-to-left,
and up-and-down as you read the
clues that lead you to the one and only
correct answer.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Science Trivia Challenge
MW-16360|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

Science Trivia Challenge lets players of all ages explore their
knowledge of interesting science facts. Players win by amassing
the most observation tokens, which are collected through avoiding
setbacks on the game board and answering questions correctly. Each
question card is double-sided with an advanced question on one side
and a beginner on the other, so the whole family can play together,
regardless of age or skill level.

NEW

The How I Survived Game
MW-73243|Ages 6+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

Your dog turned into a zombie! Quick: how will you survive? This funny
for-the-whole-family game has players using creativity, brain power and
whatever 3 wacky objects they can grab to create their best survival strategy.
The judge will decide how well each plan has been made and award survival
rations accordingly. Who knows if the best plan will involve hot sauce and a
rubber duck or a fly swatter and some bubble gum!

PicWits! Silly & Sweet

MW-56355|Ages 5+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Animal Trivia Challenge

PicWits! Silly & Sweet is a funny-for-all edition of MindWare’s bestselling PicWits! game. Players match their picture cards with the caption
card, and it’s up to the judge to decide the winning match. All pictures
and captions are family-friendly, so match-ups are crazy and comical,
ridiculous or real but never inappropriate for any audience.

MW-68233|Ages 7+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

Whether you’re a kid or just a kid at heart, Animal Trivia
Challenge puts your knowledge of the animal kingdom to the
test! From trivia to animal naming and matching; are you up for
the challenge?

PicWits!

MW-56002|Ages 10+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

NEW
Geography Trivia Challenge
MW-16359|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

With Geography Trivia Challenge, you can test your knowledge
of all things geography, earning territory tokens by answering
questions correctly and avoiding setbacks on the game board.
Three different categories offer a total of 432 questions,
including fun photo identification challenges. Each question card
is double-sided with an advanced question on one side and a
beginner on the other, so the whole family can play together,
regardless of age or skill level.

MW-12 www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

In PicWits!, every picture is worth a thousand laughs as players try
to match their picture cards with the judge’s caption card. Which
picture is the perfect fit? Of course, it all depends on your personal
perspective! Real, twisted, or tongue-in-cheek, your photo card will
be assessed against the cards of your competitors. If the judge picks
your card, you win the round! The player with the most match-ups
takes the game.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Adult Games
3 Things

Unicorns & Urinals

MW-65816|Ages 16+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

MW-62228|Ages 16+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Accidentally super glued your hand to your face?
Lost your swimsuit while surfing? All you need is a monocle,
a voodoo doll, and a box o’ wine! 3 Things is the premiere
training game for surviving real (and not so real) life. Read
from the 80 life- or-death scenarios, then quickly pick 3
Things from 110 bizarre – and bizarrely helpful – objects to
come up with the perfect survival plan.

Unicorns & Urinals is the gabby game of
this and that. Task your team to guess weird
word pairs – like dinosaurs and diapers
or ninjas and nightgowns. Don’t dawdle
though, opposing players can usurp the
urinal cake and pilfer your points if you
wait too long.

3 Things Naughty or Nice
MW-01442|Ages 16+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Unicorns & Urinals Number Two
MW-99320|Ages 18+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

3 Things Naughty or Nice is a devilish twist on the bestselling
game in the Shenanigames line. All new survival scenarios
and object tokens lead to outrageous plans with the goal
of earning scoring rations. This fun new version adds bonus
rations for the nicest—or naughtiest—plan.

Unicorns and Urinals Number Two is the dreamier
and dirtier, x-rated expansion pack to the outrageous
original Unicorns and Urinals. This 110 card expansion
deck offers 220 naughty new word duos to task
your team members to guess. Think fast before your
opponents flush you of your points. This spicy and
suggestive game can be purchased to play alone or
mixed into the original game for added fun.

Mistaken Identity

MW-66309|Ages 16+|2-6 Players|Case Pack: 6
Mistaken Identity is a quick-to-learn party game
with silly antics and illustrations. You’re on the
hunt to discover your identity no matter how
painful the reality might be. Ask your questions
carefully – every mistake unleashes a crazy
behavior you must perform for the rest of the
game. With multiple wrong guesses, you may
quickly become a kiss-blowing fry cook with a
sexy German accent!

Wordtini
MW-66308|Ages 21+|2+ Players|Case Pack: 6
Are your cocktail parties feeling
a little dry? Then it’s time to shake
things up! Wordtini is a top-shelf,
shake-and-spill word game with a
twist – challenge cards that offer
a chance to garnish your score
with bonus points. This classy dice
game comes packaged in an eyecatching, fun and functional martini
shaker! Age graded for the martini
theme – appropriate for most
audiences.

Keep it Clean

MW-88339|Ages 16+|3+ Players|Case Pack: 6
One of our edgier games that’s a fun play on words! You
don’t need to know what the innuendos mean in Keep it
Clean; You score points by having the most creative and
“strictly innocent” alternative definition for phrases like
“Well Hung” and “Top Heavy.” A great think-outside-the
box game for college dorms and adult parties!
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Record Deal

MW-82150|Ages 14+|3+ Players|Case Pack: 6
You don’t need to be a good singer to rock this game! Easy
to learn, Record Deal gets funnier the more you get into it.
Players draw song cards and spin for a back-beat genre.
Back-beats are played from a easily accessible website.
Each player gives their best performance in hopes of being
awarded a record deal.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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KEVA Structures 600

MW-78078|Ages 5+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 2
KEVA Structures 600 is the ultimate gift set
for families with builders of all ages. 600
precision-engineered pine planks and
30 oversized idea cards bring amazing
structures, sculptures and more from
ideas to reality. No glue or connectors
are needed - just simple stacking! The
collapsible bin makes storage a snap.

NEW

KEVA Contraptions Reactions
MW-26132|Ages 7+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

KEVA Contraptions
Ages 7+|1+ Players

KEVA Structures 200

KEVA Catapult

Develop a knack to stack! No glue or connectors required…simply stack
wood planks to create buildings, monuments, and geometric forms. It’s
the ideal activity to help kids gain an understanding of balance and
proportion, as well as an interest in architecture, building and design.

Boost their learning trajectory with an authentic catapult! Kids can
build their own with planks, a little glue and the help of easy, stepby-step instructions.

MW-50089|Ages 5+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 3

MW-16 www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

MW-48143|Ages 7+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Learning that’s right on track! Young thinkers can build
unbelievable ball track structures with this simple stacking plank
system. Create ramps, funnels, chutes, and crazy contraptions like
the “Black Hole” or the “Bounce Plate”. No glue, no connectorsjust loads of constructive fun!

KEVA Contraptions 200
MW-44156|Case Pack: 3

Get the fun rolling with this unique set that includes
traditional KEVA planks, special colored planks and
a variety of unique pieces to set off chain reactions.
Builders can set up their contraptions to cause reactions
like ringing a bell, knocking over a bowling pin and
more. This unique KEVA set is perfect for testing building,
problem-solving and imagination skills. A great activity for
individuals, groups or even the classroom.

KEVA Contraptions 50
MW-48001|Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Building Toys

KEVA Brain Builders Deluxe
MW-66855|Ages 7+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Delight fans of Brain Builders with even more 2D images to build
into 3D reality! With 75 precise pine planks and 40 new puzzles
on oversized cards to challenge kids and parents alike, this is the
ultimate activity to help puzzlers think in multiple dimensions!

Building Toys

KEVA Maple
Ages 5+|1+ Players

KEVA upgraded! Still no glue or connectors required. Simply
stack the precision Maple planks to create ornate buildings,
monuments, and geometric forms. It is the ideal activity to help
kids gain an understanding of balance and proportion, as well
as an interest in architecture, building, and design.

KEVA Maple 1000

KEVA Maple 400

KEVA Maple 200

KEVA Maple 50

MW-63015|Case Pack: 1

MW-58077|Case Pack: 2

KEVA Brain Builders

MW-66009|Ages 7+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 12
Approach KEVA from a whole new
angle! Full colour cards include a
2-D building challenge on one side
and the solution on the other.

KEVA Brain
Builders Junior

MW-68337|Ages 4+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 12
Brain Builders Junior features photos
of fun, recognizable objects to
replicate – letters, numbers, the sun,
dragonflies and more!
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MW-58078|Case Pack: 2

MW-66001|Case Pack: 6

KEVA Bot Maze

MW-20300|Ages 7+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6
Experiment, innovate and create with precisionengineered KEVA planks and a variety of doodads
and gizmos! Customize a pair of motorized bots
using crafty items found within this one-of-a-kind kit.
The more unique looking, the better! Then construct
your maze’s tunnels, doorways, passages and
obstacles from the planks and connectors, or by
hacking things you have around the house.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Q-Ba-Maze 2.0

Q-Ba-Maze 2.0

NEW

Super Race Set

Grand Prix Racing Set

MW-11663|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

MW-23911|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 2

This new set has coloured marbles speeding through any race
course young builders dream up. A specially designed Turbo
Launcher to provide a randomized start. Going in the funnel
and through the maze where double exit cubes send marbles
down different paths. A Marble Vortex scrambles them again
until they claim their order in the Finish Line Loop.

Featuring funky colors and exciting components, see if you
can guess which marble will win the race. Build your maze by
following the step-by-step directions for suggested designs
or getting imaginative with your own unique creation, then
choose a colored marble and twist the Turbo Launcher to send
all the marbles shooting across the rails, zooming through the
coaster tubes, bouncing down the cascade chute, spinning
through the speed sprocket and racing to the finish line.

Ultimate Stunt Set

MW-16981|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 2
The Ultimate Stunt Set features every stunt in the Q-BA-MAZE
arsenal plus three exciting additions—the spiral sphere, quad-exit
cubes and marble catchers.

Mega Stunt Set

MW-56181|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 2
Includes: 108 cubes, 2 cascade stilts, 2 coaster tubes,
1 marble vortex, 1 pivot trampoline, 2 universal
connectors, and 30 steel marbles.

Rails Builder Set

MW-33087|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 4
Introducing Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Rails – the same Q-BA-MAZE you know
and love with the exciting addition of rails that send your marbles
zooming their way from cube to cube! The 7 1/2” long straight-away
rails attach easily to any single or double exit cube. Connect the rails
to each other for even longer rolling runs. 4 marble catchers to put an
end to run-away marbles. Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 rails are compatible with
all Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 sets.
Includes: 10 straight-away rails, 80 cubes, four marble catchers and
20 marbles.

MW-20 www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

Cool Colours

Big Box

Includes: 36 cubes in three different
colours, and 14 steel balls.

Includes: 72 cubes in five different colours,
and 20 steel balls.

MW-36199|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

MW-48168|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Paint Your Own
Stepping Stone

Ages 8+|Case Pack: 4* (Mix and Match)
These all-weather stepping stones are
ready to paint right out of the box, letting
you skip messy cement mixing and get
right to the fun part: decorating and
personalizing! A dozen vibrant paints
allow for endless creativity - mix, blend
and add custom colour accents. Once
painted, bake the stone in your oven for
a long-lasting, weather-resistant finish.
Display one stepping stone or make a
whole pathway to transform your garden,
backyard or patio!

Bunny|MW-11893

Moon|MW-88337

Sun|MW-88338

*Must be ordered in full case packs

NEW

Dragonfly|MW-31491

NEW

Rainbow|MW-31492

Dinosaur|MW-56161

Paw Print|MW-11892

Paint-Your-Own Story Stones
MW-99319|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

So much more than rock painting, this creative kit is also
a fun storytelling game. First, paint the smooth stones with
colourful pictures and bake for a long-lasting finish. Then,
mix up the stones in the story bag and pull them out one by
one to compose your tale. The guidebook makes it all easy
with painting ideas and storytelling tips.

Unicorn|MW-34199

Butterfly|MW-59341

MW-22 www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

Turtle|MW-59342
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Arts and Crafts
Pottery
It’s easy for anyone to create unique and colourful clay pots, vases and more with this dual-speed motorized pottery wheel. The
dual direction design lets artists choose a setting for right or left handed pottery throwing. Detailed instructions guide beginner
potters every step of the way. There are even paints and engraving tools to put finishing touches on.
Includes: AC adapter, two pounds of air-dry clay, sculpting tools, paints, brush, and splatter shield.

Paint Your Own Stone
Ages 8+|Case Pack 6* (Mix and Match)

Creating your own whimsical, hand-painted stone ornaments
is easy with these clever kits—no cement mixing or messy prep
work required. Each stone design is ready to paint right out of
the box and makes a perfect decoration for any porch, patio,
garden or deck. Each kit includes 12 paints and a brush.
*Must be ordered in full case packs.

Air-Dry Clay|MW-19768|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 3

Pottery Wheel|MW-13706|Ages 7+|Case Pack: 3

NEW

NEW
Paint Your Own Porcelain
Ages 8+

Gnome|MW-75774

Flower Pot|MW-96963

Dragon|MW-29182

Bunny|MW-96943

Frog|MW-11894

This is one-of-a-kind art that is both fun and functional! Kids can paint and
oven-bake their creations for a glossy, permanent finished product. The
Porcelain Plate set includes two 12” porcelain plates, and the Porcelain Bowl
set includes three porcelain bowls (each 4 1/2” diameter). All kits include
12 colours of porcelain paint, paint brush, reusable stencils, and illustrated
instructions. (NOTE: Plates and Bowls are NOT food safe.)

Unicorn Garden|MW-56713
Bowls|MW-56003|Case Pack: 12
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Plates|MW-24657|Case Pack: 6
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Arts and Crafts

Arts and Crafts
NEW

Make Your Own Snow Globes
MW-68324|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6

Create magical snow globe scenes with this special kit. Shape the
clay into any form you like and oven-bake for a permanent finish.
Then assemble, add glitter and shake! A no-leak, double-seal
system gives each completed snow globe a beautiful, displayworthy finish.
Includes: 2 snow globes, 12 clay colours, micro glitter, sculpting
tool, glue dots, and full-colour, illustrated instructions.
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Paint Your Own Porcelain
Christmas Ornaments
MW-68323|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Celebrate the holiday season by painting your own porcelain
Christmas ornaments. A full-colour instruction guide features
tips for colour mixing and creating effects like stippled,
sponged, or taped-off designs.
Includes: Six high-quality porcelain ornaments, paintbrush,
ribbon, and 12 paints.
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Paint Your Own Candy Jar
MW-21867|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

All it takes is a little paint and a touch of your own creativity to
transform this classic gumball-shaped candy jar into a one-of-akind display for yummy treats. Then set your completed project out
on your own kitchen counter or desk to offer up sweets to guests,
or give it to a loved one as a thoughtful present. Gumballs not
included.

Paint Your Own Porcelain Vases
Color-Your-Own
12 Days of Ornaments
MW-99322|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

This clever countdown calendar lets kids decorate for the
holidays along the way! Behind each window is a pretty mini
porcelain ornament ready to be coloured with the included
markers. Bake for a long-lasting finish before attaching the
included ribbon for hanging each ornament.

MW-56004|Ages 8+|Case Pack:12

Kids can paint and oven-bake their creations for a glossy.
Set includes:
Three different vases (each 5” tall), with 12 colours of porcelain paint, paintbrush, reusable stencils, and illustrated
instructions. (NOTE: Vases are NOT food safe.)
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Arts and Crafts

Arts and Crafts

Sparkle Formations
Ages 8+

NEW

MindWare’s newest line is nothing short of a molecular miracle!
Spectacular crystals grow overnight, transforming basic figurines
into sparkling scientific masterpieces! Everything is included and
the illustrated step-by-step instructions feature additional scientific
terms and learning.

Make-Your-Own Bug Catcher Kit
MW-28402|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6

Everything you need to build, design and decorate a bug catcher
for collecting and observing critters of all shapes and sizes. Begin by
assembling the pre-cut wood pieces, then use the included paints and
brushes to decorate your bug catcher and make it your very own. You
will be inspired to explore nature on a fun learning adventure!

NEW

Crystal Sea Turtles|MW-24030|Case Pack: 12

Crystal Unicorns|MW-09062|Case Pack: 6

Make-Your-Own Birdhouse

Make-Your-Own Bird Feeder

Make-Your-Own Wind Chime

Offer your customers a birdhouse craft
that is a step above the rest! Made of
thick pine boards that slot together for
easy construction, this sturdy birdhouse is
designed for outdoor use. The kit includes
a large brush for quick coverage, a small
brush for detail work and plenty of paint.
Wooden hanging hook and twine are
also included.

Following the success of our Make Your
Own Birdhouse, the Make Your Own Bird
Feeder offers additional play value and
bird education. Made of thick pine boards
that slot together for easy construction,
this sturdy feeder holds approximately
32 ounces of bird seed. This complete kit
includes a large brush for quick coverage,
a small brush for detail work, plenty of
colourful paint and twine for hanging the
completed creation.

You and your customers will love all the
special features incorporated into this easyto-make and highly customizable craft. Kids
can paint the quality wood components to
suit any favorite theme. You won’t need to
carry multiple wind chime kits to capture
the widest range of crafters. This kit also
includes a large brush for quick coverage, a
small brush for adding details and plenty of
colourful paints.

MW-89293|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6

MW-11898|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6

MW-11900|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6

Crystal Dinosaurs|MW-77114|Case Pack: 6
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Learning and Discovery
Dig It Up! The Big Egg
MW-74259| Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6*
Find 7 different dinosaurs in one BIG dino
egg! This giant 7” by 4” dinosaur egg
contains a crowd of favorite dinosaurs,
from the mighty T-Rex to the winged
Pterodactyl. It’s a perfect dig kit for one
long rainy afternoon or an activity for two.
The large size extends excavation and getyour-hands-dirty fun!
*Must be ordered in full case packs.

Dig It Up! 12 Days of Dig It Up:
Dinosaur Eggs
MW-96368|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6

Holiday countdown calendars continue to be big business and
the 12 Days of Dig It Up! Dinosaur Eggs will take the trend to
prehistoric proportions! Behind each of the 12 windows is a
different Dig It Up! dinosaur egg, chisel and instructions. The
packaging features a guide on the back that provides fun facts
about discovery and a fold-out diorama play scene.

Dig It Up! Dinosaur Excavation Kit
MW-74254 | Ages 4+ |Case Pack: 6

Put on the explorer vest, grab your paleontology tools and get
ready to dig for dinosaurs! Three large replica eggs have a 4”
dinosaur surprise in each one. Fact-packed collector cards let
you learn about each discovery. The large excavation mat makes
for quick cleanup.

Dig It Up! Glow in the Dark Dinosaur Eggs

NEW
Dig It Up! Dinosaur Models
Ages 8+ | Case Pack: 5* (Mix and Match)

Use the heavy-duty tools to carefully extract
a dinosaur skeleton that is buried in plaster.
Once the excavation is complete, the hard
plastic bones can be washed and assembled
to form a complete T-Rex or Triceratops model.
Bones snap together and can be repeatedly
reassembled!

MW-23056|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6*

This exciting Dig It Up! experience includes two glow-in-the-dark
elements: first, light up the eggs, then dig out the dinosaurs inside
and place them under the included black light to enjoy their glow!
Getting started is easy; just soak your dig project in a bowl or sink,
chip away with your tools and discover. What kind of dinosaurs
will you uncover as you dig?
*Must be ordered in full case packs.

*Must be ordered in full case packs.

Triceratops|MW-24736

Tyrannosaurus Rex|MW-24737
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Learning and Discovery

Learning and Discovery
NEW
Dig It Up! Crack the Crate
MW-21863|Ages 8+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Dig It Up! Dinosaur Skeletons
MW-36745|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 8

Make no bones about it, this excavation kit is full of 12 exciting
and unique discoveries—including the skeleton figurines of a
Stegosaurus, Brachiosaurus and Tyrannosaurs Rex!

This interactive, one-time-use game lets
you merge the excitement of experiential
escape rooms and Dig It Up! excavation
projects into one exciting group activity!
Work together with friends and family to
save a precious baby dragon egg and
keep darkness from spreading across
the land. Do you have what it takes
to overcome the series of challenges,
unlock the secrets of the dragons and
break the curse?

NEW

Color Surprise Dinosaur Eggs
MW-18281| Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6

Dig It Up! Puppies

Kids as young as 3 can use the included chisel to crack open
each of the 8 color-coded eggs and discover the unique dinosaur
treasures within. A great way to practice color recognition as
children match up the 8 dinosaur figures with their coordinating
egg, this activity has long-term play value as kids can replace the
dinosaurs in their eggs and crack them open time and time again!

Dig It Up! Minerals and Fossils

MW-74257|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6

MW-65758|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6

12 breeds of playful puppies waiting to be discovered! The
excavation guide gives fun facts about each different breed of dog.

Set includes one dozen individually wrapped clay stones, each with a
chiseling tool and instructions - it’s a perfect activity for groups or parties!

Dig It Up! Giant Pirate Discovery
MW-89296|Ages 4+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Dig It Up! Dinosaur Eggs
MW-24739|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 8

The perfect group activity, Dig It Up!
Dinosaur Eggs includes one dozen
individually-wrapped clay eggs, each
with a chiseling tool and instructions.
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This pirate-themed activity lets children experience the thrill of discovering
buried treasure. The golden pirate chest is filled with 12 replica treasure
pieces including a gold doubloon, gold nugget, sparkly gems and more.
Simply soak the 5 included tools to chip and chisel to find the surprises.
A treasure map includes facts and lore about each treasure—including
where you might still find hidden treasure today. A mini chest bonus dig
provides added excavation adventure.
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Colouring Book Displays

Spot the Difference

Color by Number
Spinner Rack
MB-D-84458

16 facings and a rack for
coloured pencils. Free with the
purchase of 96 Colouring books
and 2 case-packs of Color By
Number Colored Pencil Sets.

Spot the Difference
Age 8+| Case Pack: 6

Book Spinner Rack
MB-D-84448

24 facings. FREE with the
purchase of 144 MindWare
colouring or activity books!

Can you find 6 differences between 2 images? What about 1 difference between 6 images? Take a peek at these
spellbinding puzzles to trick your eyes and baffle your brain. Great for long car rides or everyday entertainment, these clever
puzzles help develop short-term memory, observation skills and attention to detail.

NEW

NEW

Food Fun|MB-20994

Playful Pets|MB-23920

Color by Number Colored Pencils (Set of 36)
MB-59364 | Age 3+| Case Pack: 6

These artist-quality pencils features a comprehensive array of hues,
offering everything from subtle tones to vibrant splashes of colour. The
triangular comfort-grip barrels are printed with an identifying colour
name and number that corresponds to the names and numbers in any
MindWare Color By Number colouring book. The pencils are packaged
in a high-quality tin.

Colored Pencils (set of 18)

MB-52150|Age 3+|Case Pack: 12*

Table Top Book Display
MB-D-84446

*Must be ordered in
full case packs.
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Fine Tip Markers (set of 24)
MB-68686|Age 3+|Case Pack: 12*
*Must be ordered in
full case packs.

This high-quality book display is designed especially for the
MindWare book collection. It holds 36 books and allows
room to display Mindware marker and coloured pencils sets!
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World of Dots

Extreme Dot-to-Dot

Color By Number Wild Wonders

Extreme Dot-to-Dot Books

Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6

Take a walk on the wild side with this innovative colouring book featuring original, hand-drawn illustrations and MindWare’s exclusive
Color by Number system. As you follow the colour codes, you’ll marvel at the way some of Earth’s magnificent creatures have developed
an extraordinary ability to blend into their environment. An unnumbered version of each design awaits your unique personal style.

Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Exercise your left and right brain at the same time with these complex dot-to-dot puzzles. Intricate,
challenging and wildly rewarding to finish, puzzles range from 500 to 1500 dots. 48 puzzles per book.

Farm Life
Wild Wonders: Book 1
MB-72317

Wild Wonders: Book 2
MB-72293

Wild Wonders: Book 3
MB-72294

Wild Wonders: Book 4

MB-74263

Baby Animals

Rainforest

Endangered Animals

Extreme Animals

Pets

Animals

Animals 2

Around Canada

Prehistoric

Sports

MB-54952

MB-96976

MB-76202

MB-56032

MB-72295

World of Dots
Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

See the world around
you like never before with
this one-of-a-kind dot to
dot series. Both kids and
adults will love watching
the detailed pictures unfold
with each dot they connect.
And they are fun to colour
when completed!

World of Dots: Oceans
MB-95705

World of Dots: Woodland
MB-35441

World of Dots: Savanna
MB-74264
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World of Dots: Dogs
MB-82627

World of Dots: Folklore
MB-82082

Cats & Dogs
World of Dots: Cats

MB-44447

MB-68229

MB-44005

MB-52136

MB-58084

MB-96993

World of Dots: Architecture
MB-82081

Oceans

MB-34939

MB-48152

MB-52137
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Color Counts

Mystery Mosaics
Mystery Mosaics
Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6

Color Counts
Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6

Kaleidoscopes
MB-38794

Animals

MB-82662

Book 1

Book 2

Book 7

Book 8

MB-82684

Sun Catchers
MB-82665

MB-82674

Book 3

MB-82685

Book 4

MB-82675

Book 5

MB-82676

Pets on Parade
MB-96924

MB-82678

MB-82679

Book 9

MB-76211

Book 11

MB-96933

Book 13
MB-36081

NEW

Adorable Animals
MB-82655

Celestial
MB-59338

Fairies

MB-82663

Book 14
MB-36082
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Book 15
MB-77876

Book 16
MB-77878

Book 17
MB-97476

Book 18
MB-42528
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Perplexors
Perplexors
Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Sharpen your deductive reasoning skills with these challenging logic puzzles. In Grid Perplexors, chart the clues to solve the problems.
In Math Perplexors, combine deductive elimination with math skills. In Classic Perplexors, use the “cross-out-and-circle” technique to
narrow the field to the correct answer. Each book contains 48 to 50 full-page puzzles. Solutions included. Reproducible.

Math Perplexors

Basic Level
MB-40002

Level A

MB-36026

Level B

MB-36027

Level C

MB-36028

Level D

MB-36029

Classic Perplexors

Basic Level
MB-90445

Level A

MB-90446

Level B

MB-90447
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Level C

MB-90448

Level D

MB-90449

Expert Level

MB-90450

